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"Mister Wolf, an absolute method is a treasure that every martial artist dreams of obtaining! Are you sure you want to give it to

us?" Henry and Chandler stared at Leon intently.

They were fully aware of how valuable an absolute method was.

The Scarlet Thief betrayed them and killed their families over an ultimate power method, so one could only imagine how valuable

an absolute method was.

It was hardly an exaggeration to say that every single soul in the Sky Country wanted an absolute method, yet failed to obtain

one.

Not only did Leon possess one, but he offered to hand it over to them without asking for anything in return.

It sounded far too good to be true, and they struggled to believe what they just heard.

"That's right! I want to teach you the Heavenly Stars Method! It's a light method that aids the intake of light energy from the

atmosphere and therefore allows those who practice it to gain power over a short period. Still, it is a kind of short cut and under

normal circumstances, it can only take you up to the Saint State at best, and no higher," Leon explained.

The Heavenly Stars Method was unique as it was meant to be used as a shortcut to gain power within a short period.

Since Mason and the others were too weak, Leon searched specifically for this method in the hope of getting them to the

Almighty State.

Still, there were drawbacks to this method.

The Heavenly Stars Method was a light method that allowed martial artists to draw light energy from the atmosphere, but once

the martial artists reached the Saint State, the light energy within them would reach its peak.

Once they reached that point, they would not be able to continue their training with the Heavenly Stars Method, nor could they

practice any other light methods, or they might risk exploding once the light energy within them went beyond their capacity.

"A shortcut in the absolute class?"

"I see!"

Mason, Henry, and the others came to a realization.

Leon claimed that he aimed to help them all with their training so that they would all reach the Almighty State, and at the time,

they assumed that Leon was bluffing.

It was not until this moment that they realized Leon possessed an absolute method that could help martial artists power up within

a short period.

It was no wonder that Leon dared to make such a promise.

They thought back to how Leon managed to reach the

Intermediate Almighty State at such a young age and assumed that Leon accomplished such a miracle using the Heavenly Stars

Method.

Naturally, what they did to know was Leon practiced the most powerful sage arts and there was no way for them to find out about

it, as sage arts were lost for centuries.
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